Reading A Time to Kill for Contemporary Lit., seniors Lacy Schutt
and Shirley Curtiss were very into
y. The two girls have been
•nds throughout high school.

Talking a walk back from Chem' ' :>rs Katie Swindell
and Carrie Welsh. They seemed
happy to be leaving that class,
wonder why? Behind them, Michael Todd wishes they would get

They come and go.

A

ll throughout your highschool experience people will come and go. Every student will see
this, and will go on wondering about what they could have said to that one random person during their experience. People will ask, should I have said this? Should I have done
that? Maybe you should have said, "hello," to that one person, or possibly tried to get to know
them before the opportunity had came to an end. Look back on those moments well, momentum
carries on the life you live. Take those chances, and don't regret them because they might never
come again. There is only one high school opportunity in store for everyone. It is a building block
of your life that establishes friends, loved ones, and good times. The people you will meet are a
part of life, and a part of you. There are 1200 people you may have passed by. Who did you choose
to get to know?
-Codi Sheppard
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Back r o w Chase Hummel, Aaron Sponseller, Alyse Falsetta,
Carolyn Rehm, Jenna McGuire, Ryan Todd, Timi Olumolade.
Middle row: Lilia Phelps, Abbey Benchley, Andy Brockman, Ashley Goffnett, Ben Willis, Joe Covarrubias, Matt Kreiner. Front row:
Brandon Higgins show off their SENIOR pride for color wars day.
Far Left: Kanyo makes a joke at the Homecoming assembly, while
Andy Brockman and Nick Cesena try to keep up with him.
Middle: Students sat outside the lunch room during second lunch
waiting for the bell to ring for class. Students were not allowed to
leave the main liallu ,iv during lunch time.
Left: Checking the shots he just took for \ e.irbook class was senior
in the 1st trimester of yearbook.

